
Computer Science Discoveries: Web Development went great in the Fall and now
our JH class has launched into the year’s signature event, the Panda Arcade!
Students will spend the next three weeks creating games using JavaScript that they
will share with their peers in mid-February. We are planning to host the Panda
Arcade in our new Science Labs on the JH campus and will be sure to share out
links to student projects at our spring advisory meeting. 

CS1 (Intro to Coding): This is the first year we have run this class and it has been a
great success. Students are learning Python to create animations and games, and
many students have shared with me that it is their favorite class. Students have
found a really nice rhythm, I spend very little time managing and motivating
students, and a lot of time problem-solving! The programs the students create are
often pretty silly, but the skills they are developing are rock solid.

AP Computer Science Principles: CSP kicked off the second semester with a
weeklong “Hackathon” project where students demonstrated their ability to use
loops and arrays to traverse data sets and generate new information. We are now
in our last programming unit of the course before students dive into the AP Create
Performance Task, the culminating portfolio assessment of the AP exam. After we
wrap the programming segment of the course we will be covering Data and
Cybersecurity, and there is no shortage of modern events to keep these segments
engaging!

Project Invent: Our teams in Project Invent have entered into the build phase of
the development cycle and they are having a great time generating prototypes and
learning Arduino. Over the next few months they will be meeting regularly with
their community partners as well as technical and pitch coaches as they prepare to
share their inventions at Demo Day X. We will be hosting Demo Day X virtually
this year on April 5th from 4:00-6:30 PM and would love for you to join and
support our students if you are able. You can register for the event here. 
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    This was a very exciting and productive semester for our CTE pathways! Our new courses launched successfully
and the students have been enjoying the content, classroom environment, and career focus. Our makerspace has
transformed from an idea into reality just in time for the launch of DV Signature Event Season! Our space boasts
four 3D printers, a vinyl cutter, basic woodworking tools, an electronics station, a green screen, and a newly
installed 60W CO2 Laser Cutter! We are building out a website for students to access tutorials and resources
related to the makerspace that you can access at bit.ly/dvMaker, and we have a student-led apprenticeship
pathway in place for students to learn how to learn different skills and tools from their peers! We are super excited
to see how students will leverage these new tools to take their project exhibits to the next level. 
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https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_ay06TeEISCe9YGy4yJW4ng


Digital Media, Art 2: Cinematography Project 
Students are creating a ‘cinematography short’ that is 2 minutes long. Students will acquire
production crew experience, learn to effectively use lighting equipment, and effectively
employ DSLR Cameras to create an engaging short film. The final product required a score,
creative lighting, and specific camera angles such as extreme close-ups, low-angle shots,
medium shots, and wide shots using Premiere Pro. Students are developing the early skills for
video/film production.

Digital Media, Art 1: Photoshop Stamp Project 
Students are developing a single complex and thoughtful Illustration based on postage
stamps. The designs will be colorful, detailed, and legible when shrunk to the size of an actual
postage stamp. This project is the closest to pure illustration, therefore students are invited
to show their mastery of line, composition, color, and form as well as indulge their
imagination. Students can select their own theme for the design based on a place. Students
are developing their illustrative skills and learning intermediate Photoshop techniques.

Digital Media, Art 1: Aesthetic/Ink Project
Students are creating Ink artwork using specific materials such as ink, water, watercolor
paper, and pen. Once complete, they get to glorify and enhance their product in Adobe
Photoshop to emphasize lighting, camera angles, composition.

AP art: 2D & 3D AP College Board Portfolio
Students are working on 15 artworks that include work of art and design and the process of
documentation. Typed responses will accompany the 15 artworks focusing on investigation,
practice, experimentation, and revision guided by their questions. Students are also
responsible for the 5 Selected works to physically be mailed to the AP Program, and
commentary online to demonstrate skillful synthesis of materials, processes, and ideas. 
 
Internship Spotlight:
This fall, senior Sofia Garibay interned at Pemberton Engineering. Structural
Engineering overlaps with her career interest in architecture, a merge of her love for
art and math. She enjoyed shadowing their principal engineer, structural designers,
structural drafter, and project coordinator, visiting a building site, and supporting
edits and reports. Sofia was most excited to utilize Auto CAD to practice turning
architectural designs into engineering plans. She feels the technical skill will translate
to future job pursuits. 
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Facilities Update: 
The Pamela Mari Da Vinci Tech Hub continues to take shape and is on schedule to open in August of 2022. The
construction team finished the steel structure in December and they are currently putting on the exterior ‘shell’ up,
while also doing electrical and plumbing work in the interior. Roofing and exterior finishes are on the horizon. We can’t
wait to see our Da Vinci SSD and DM pathways launch in this state-of-the-art learning space next year! Thank you to
the Davis community for making this facility possible through the Measure M Bond Program.


